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 Cost Effective Implementation of HDR Brachytherapy Test Questions

(hint: print questions & circle answers before starting online test)

Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
1. Brachytherapy (BT) is the administration of ______ by placing radioactive sources adjacent to, or into, tumors 
or body cavities.

A. Computed Tomography
B. MRI
C. Radiation Therapy
D. Sonography

2. In the past, BT was mostly performed with which of the following sources?

A. radium
B. radon
C. barium sulfate
D. Both A and B

3. BT came into use soon after the discovery of radium by _____ in 1898.

A. Marie Curie
B. Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen
C. Nikola Tesla 
D. Isaac Newton

Chapter 2: HIGH DOSE RATE BRACHYTHERAPY COMPONENTS
4. Commercially available high dose rate (HDR) afterloading units consist of which of the following components?

A. HDR radioactive source & TPS
B. Control console & treatment unit
C. Applicators and X-ray catheters 
D. all of the above

5. ______ is widely used for HDR BT because it has high specific activity, relatively low gamma energy and 
relatively short half-life.

A. Isovue 500
B. Barium sulfate
C. Iridium-192
D. Ionic contrast
6. The control console has a _____ which automatically correct the dwell times for decay.

A. microprocessor
B. mA meter
C. transformer 
D. ionizing chamber

7. The applicators for HDR use fall into which of the following categories?

A. intracavitary
B. intraluminal
C. interstitial
D. all of the above

8. Interstitial applicators can be rigid or flexible.

A. TRUE
B. FALSE

Chapter 3: INFRASTRUCTURE 
9. Ideally, which of the following steps should be performed in a dedicated BT suite so that the patient does not 
need to be moved?

A. applicator insertion
B. radiograph generation
C. HDR treatment
D. all of the above

10. Generally, when using Iridium-192 source, a concrete wall equivalent to ____ of lead is required for shielding.

A. 1 cm
B. 2 cm
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C. 3 cm
D. 4 cm

11. A _____ is required in the treatment room to serve as an emergency source container in case of afterloader 
failure in retracting the source.

A. collimation
B. storage container
C. filtration
D. shielding

12. Conventional x-ray films during HDR BT can be obtained using which of the following? 

A. C-arm fluoroscopy unit
B. X-ray equipment fixed to the ceiling or walls
C. Ultrasound machine
D. Both A and B

13. Axial slices from MRI or CT scan allow not only the reconstruction of the applicator but also the 3-D target 
and the organ at risk volumes.

A. TRUE
B. FALSE

Chapter 4: PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS AND TRAINING 
14. The ____ is responsible for the overall procedure because BT is a medical treatment.

A. radiographer
B. radiation oncologist
C. patient
D. nursing staff

15. The medical physicist needs to be accredited in _____ according to the State’s regulations.

A. PACS
B. sonography
C. dosimetry
D. contrast media

16. Who is responsible for patient data acquisition, positioning, immobilization, checking applicators and 
delivering the treatment?

A. Radiation therapist 
B. Sonographer
C. MRI tech
D. PACS administrator

17. Training in which of the following is mandatory for Medical physicist?

A. equipment use
B. security systems 
C. emergency procedures 
D. all of the above

Chapter 5: QUALITY ASSURANCE
18. Quality assurance (QA) is essential for obtaining which of the following?

A. best achievable tumor control
B. avoiding unnecessary side effects
C. accurately and safely performing HDR BT
D. all of the above

19. An emergency stop button needs to be checked ____ before starting the treatment of the first patient of the 
day.

A. daily
B. weekly
C. monthly
D. yearly

20. Applicators should be checked monthly with regard to their integrity, internal shields, welds and joints.

A. TRUE
B. FALSE
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21. With the use of Iridium-192 sources, the source is customarily changed every three to four months to account
for its ____.

A. lethal dose
B. radioactive decay
C. therapeutic index
D. cost

22. For TG-43 based algorithms, the ______ has prepared consensus dosimetry datasets for use in BT treatment 
planning systems (TPSs). 

A. American Registry of Radiologic Technologists (ARRT)
B. American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT)
C. American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)
D. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

23. Establishing which of the following for common treatments reduces the chances of mistakes in BT?

A. health insurance coverage
B. standardized protocols and policies
C. therapeutic index
D. patient’s medical history

Chapter 6: RADIATION SAFETY
24. The primary responsibility for protection and safety for patients lies with the health care professional 
responsible for administration of the radiation dose.

A. TRUE
B. FALSE

25. Which of the following are government responsibilities regarding radiation safety?

A. establish/maintain legal and regulatory framework
B. establish regulations and guidelines
C. perform inspections and enforcement actions
D. all of the above

26. Which of the following are used to optimize protection and safety in BT?

A. dose constraints
B. diagnostic reference levels
C. radio frequencies
D. Both A and B

27. ____ are used to control occupational and public exposure to radiation.

A. dose constraints
B. open collimation
C. step-wedge filters
D. non-grid IP plates

28. Which of the following ensures good practice and radiation protection of the staff, patients and the public?

A. Health insurance coverage
B. Quality assurance programme 
C. Hospital facilities
D. None of the above

29. ____ will need to submit protection/safety standards, engineering performance reviews, quality 
standards/function specifications, information on the display and operational systems.

A. Hospital
B. PACS administrator
C. Equipment manufacturers
D. FDA

30. For radioactive sources, a security assessment should be performed to prevent unauthorized access and 
removal of sources.

A. TRUE
B. FALSE
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31. Which of the following can lead to a harmful situation when there is a difference between prescribed and 
delivered doses in HDR BT?

A. human mistakes
B. equipment faults
C. quality assurance 
D. Both A and B

Chapter 7: COSTS
32. The increasing dependence of BT on a complex technology leads to a corresponding increase in costs.

A. TRUE
B. FALSE

33. ‘_______’ is the most commonly used measure of benefit in cost effectiveness analysis.

A. Health insurance coverage
B. Quality assurance programme 
C. Hospital facilities
D. Years of life saved

34. Total health care costs for cancer in the United States of America were an estimated US ______ in 2008.

A. $50 million
B. $100.6 million
C. $93.2 billion
D. $300 billion

Chapter 8: COBALT-60 HIGH DOSE RATE BRACHYTHERAPY
35. The radionuclide Cobalt-60 has a half-life of ____ years.

A. 1.5
B. 2.6 
C. 3.9
D. 5.27

36. The more room shielding is required while using Cobalt-60 sources because of the much higher value of the 
average energy of the ______.

A. radio waves
B. gamma rays
C. sonic waves
D. x-rays

Chapter 9: ELECTRONIC BRACHYTHERAPY
37. In electronic BT, the source is a disposable miniaturized _____ of approximately 2.2 mm in diameter and has 
an operating potential of up to 50 kV.

A. X ray tube
B. detectors
C. RF coils
D. magnetic coils

Chapter 10: CURRENT APPLICATIONS OF HIGH DOSE RATE BRACHYTHERAPY
38. Which of the following options are available and used to treat, and potentially cure, cancer?

A. surgery
B. radiation therapy
C. chemotherapy
D. all of the above

39. HDR BT has replaced LDR BT with the exception of permanent seed implants for early stage _____ cancer.

A. thyroid
B. liver
C. prostate
D. blood

40. Which of the following are routine steps in HDR BT application?

A. insertion of applicators
B. imaging and planning
C. treatment
D. all of the above
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41. BT is mandatory for the curative treatment of all invasive _____ cancers.

A. skin
B. colon
C. cervical
D. blood

42. Which of the following applicator model carries two radioactive lines in the treatment of cervical cancer?

A. Henschke
B. Tandem and ring
C. Fletcher
D. Moulage

43. During applicator insertion in BT cervical cancer treatment, the patient is placed in the _____ position.

A. lithotomy
B. lateral
C. lateral decubitus position
D. trendelenburg 

44. _____, if available, can be very useful to facilitate tandem placement and re-positioning for patients with 
distorted anatomy.

A. Pelvic ultrasound
B. Intravenous pyelogram 
C. Lumbar x-ray
D. Pelvic MRI 

45. Which of the following modality permit not only the reconstruction of the applicator, but also delineation of 
the tumor and target volumes as well as of the organs at risk?

A. Computed Tomography
B. MRI
C. Sonography
D. Both A and B

46. Which of the following for each patient should be unambiguously prescribed, recorded and signed by the 
radiation oncologist in the BT chart?

A. the total dose
B. dose schedule
C. time pattern
D. all of the above

47. The use of _____ is encouraged when reporting the doses to the tumor and normal tissue.

A. densitometer
B. dose volume histograms
C. dosimetry films
D. ionizing chamber

48. Recommendations on the dose and volume specifications for reporting intracavitary gynecological BT were 
published by the ICRU in _____.

A. 1960
B. 1975
C. 1985
D. 1999

49. The HDR BT with 2-D planning is based on ______.

A. pair of orthogonal radiographs
B. Computed Tomography
C. MRI
D. Ultrasound

50. A ____ with a balloon filled with 7 cm3 of diluted radio-opaque fluid is used to determine bladder dose by 
taking lateral x-ray.

A. Foley catheter
B. IV solution
C. contrast injection
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D. chest tube

51. _____ should be used rather than colpostats, along with the intrauterine tandem in patients with narrow 
vaginal anatomy or stage IIIA tumors. 

A. Contrast media
B. Dose volume histograms
C. Vaginal cylinder
D. Vaginal doppler

52. Medically inoperable endometrial carcinoma can be treated with curative intent using _____ alone. 
A. chemotherapy
B. radiotherapy
C. surgery
D. alternative medicine

53. In vaginal cancer, early superficial lesions of less than ___ mm in depth are amenable to be exclusively 
treated using intracavitary BT.

A. 1
B. 1.5
C. 2
D. 5

54. Which of the following options followed by postoperative radiation therapy to the whole breast achieve the 
same overall survival and local control as radical surgery?

A. Lumpectomy
B. Axillary dissection
C. chemotherapy
D. Both A and B

55. _____ is the treatment of the tumor bed with a high dose per fraction by completing the entire local 
postoperative course in five days or less.

A. Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI)
B. Chemotherapy
C. MRI guided biopsy
D. none of the above

56. The most experience and the best documented long term follow-up results have been accumulated on the BT
technique that involves the placement of ______ to the tumor bed.

A. contrast media
B. interstitial catheters
C. lead markers
D. none of the above

57. The first step in the interstitial BT is simulation with a special template in place to define the entry and exit 
points of the _____. 

A. foley catheter
B. lead markers
C. guiding needles
D. x-ray beam

58. The most common MI HDR BT schedule for APBI uses two daily fractions with a minimum break of ____ 
between treatments.

A. 45 minutes
B. 1 hour
C. 2 hours
D. 6 hours

59. The most common histologic pattern worldwide is _____, which originates in the middle and lower third of 
the thoracic esophagus.

A. squamous cell carcinoma
B. GERD
C. adenocarcinoma 
D. gastritis
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60. Which of the following are absolute contraindications for BT because they cannot be bypassed?
A. esophageal fistula
B. tumors of the cervical part of the esophagus
C. stenosis
D. all of the above

61. Which of the following is a main risk factor associated with head and neck cancer?
A. tobacco use
B. alcohol consumption
C. diabetes
D. Both A and B

62. HDR BT requires special caution when treating lesions that are located near to bony structures owing to the 
relatively high risk of _______. 
A. inflammation
B. osteoradionecrosis
C. infections
D. radiation skin burns

63. To treat oral cavity carcinomas, most HDR BT schemes use six to twelve fractions of ___ Gy each. 

A. 1-1.5
B. 2-2.7
C. 2-3
D. 4–6

64. Lip tumors that have a diameter of less than ____ cm can be exclusively treated with local BT.
A. 5
B. 15
C. 25
D. 35

65. The most widespread HDR BT technique uses _____ that is adaptable to the nasopharyngeal vault to treat 
tumors.
A. naso-gastric tube
B. lead markers
C. silicon applicator
D. guiding needles

66. For patients with stage III non-small-cell lung cancer and a reasonable performance status, the treatment of 
choice is concurrent _____. 
A. acupuncture therapy
B. targeted therapy
C. chemo-radiotherapy
D. hormone therapy

67. Approximately ____ % of patients with lung cancer experience malignant airway occlusion. 
A. 10-20
B. 40–50
C. 60-70
D. 70-85

68. Dose escalation above _____ Gy has been proven to be beneficial in prostate cancer radiotherapy in 
consideration of higher cure rates with similar or lower incidences of late effects compared with standard radiation
therapy. 
A. 20
B. 30
C. 45
D. 70

69. In HDR prostate implantation technique, _____ is linked to a stepping unit and is usually positioned as 
parallel as possible to the prostatic urethra. 
A. transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) probe
B. foley catheter
C. silicon applicator
D. guiding needles

Chapter 11: CLINICAL ADVANCES IN HIGH DOSE RATE BRACHYTHERAPY
70. An intraoperative HDR BT technique allows radiosensitive normal tissue to be retracted or shielded during 
surgery, which lowers the radiation dose to normal tissue.
A. TRUE
B. FALSE
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